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The meeting is being conducted in both official languages and you can choose to listen in the 
language of your choice through the meeting platform. Robert’s Rules of Order will apply to 
today’s AGM. The Annual Meeting is open to all members and stakeholders. 
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My name is Jonathan Nyborg, I’m a seed grower from New Denmark, New Brunswick and I am 
President of the CSGA.   

This is my final day as CSGA President and later in the program I will be handing the Gavel to my 
colleague and good friend Joe Rennick. 

 It has been a distinct honour and pleasure to serve you and I look forward to continue to do so 
as past president. 

Before we move into the formal program, let me introduce and thank our sponsor   
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I would like to take the time to thank both Cribit Seeds and SeCan for their contributions 
towards this year’s virtual event. 
 
Cribit Seeds is a family-owned seed business in West Montrose in the Regional Municipality of 
Waterloo, Ontario, dedicated to high quality seed and is proud to partner with exceptional 
genetic suppliers to condition and produce pedigreed oat, barley, wheat, corn and soybean seed 
and hybrids. 
  
Quentin Martin, Co-owner of Cribit Seeds, has been involved with modernizing and improving 
the Canadian Seed System for much of his 30 plus year career in the business. Two years ago, 
when CSGA asked for volunteers to form a “grass roots” working group to study the concept of a 
National Seed Organization, Quentin was gracious with his time and willing to add to the effort 
of many others. 
  
Thanks to Cribit Seeds, a significant portion of the costs of this year’s meeting have been offset. 
 
SeCan has a long tradition of partnering with CSGA in support of Canadian seed growers.  Again, 
this year, we would like to thank SeCan for their contribution.  SeCan is "Canada's Seed Partner", 
and they work closely with breeding partners to bring top-performing cultivars to Canadian 
farmers. With more than 375 varieties, SeCan continues to be a major supporter of plant 
breeding in Canada. 
  
On behalf of CSGA, a big thank you to SeCan. 
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An initial AGM notice to members was included in the early June issue of Seed Scoop. A 

reminder notice and call for resolutions was sent to members on June 28
th

.  A final notice was 
sent to members on July 2nd.  

Only the business stated in the agenda outlined in the final meeting notice will be transacted at 
this meeting. The meeting shall be conducted according to the general provisions of Roberts 
Rules of Order, adjusted for virtual meetings, as specified on the final meeting notice.  

A quorum of 30 members in good standing is required  

Voting delegates and any other person attending a meeting of members may address the 
meeting when there is a call to discuss a motion before the meeting. Should you wish to 
address the Chair on any motion, please type in your question or comment in the chat section. 
If there is any discussion or question, the meeting moderator will read the question aloud.  
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While the Canadian Seed Grower’s Association is not under any legal obligation to seek member 
approval of minutes of Annual Meetings of members, the CSGA Board of Directors has 
determined it is a best and common practice to do so.   
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We would like to acknowledge here our Past Presidents, honorary presidents, honorary life and 
Robertson Associate awards.   We would also like to remember those growers who passed and 
are no longer with us in 2020 
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For the last four years, CSGA’ Board of Directors has been guided in priority setting and resource 
allocation by its Strategic Plan. 

The Plan took an entire year to develop and drew on the insights and support of its entire Board 
of Directors, CSGA’s Branch Boards of Directors and CSGA members. 

It chartered the course that ultimately brought us to where we are today – on the verge of 
creating a new national seed organization that in turn will spearhead the modernization of the 
Canadian Seed Regulatory System in partnership with government and our customers.  

In doing so, it positioned CSGA in a leadership role, not only in areas of traditional strength, 
such as seed certification, but in the full range of issues if importance to the entire seed 
industry. 

Simply put, had we not developed and implemented this plan, we would not even be close to 
where we are today.  
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It is available on the CSGA Website and key elements of its table of contents are outlined on this 
slide – By Key Result Area 

It paints a comprehensive, yet succinct portrait of who we are, what we do and how we do it. 

It provides a clear picture of our priorities , our 2019-20 results and our financial position, by 
KRA 

Our Report (President and ED) to you today draws heavily on it. 

I encourage you to read it. 
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In my second year as President,  

We remained committed to the objectives of: 
1. strengthening the Canadian seed system  
2. by keeping the CSGA engaged with its members. 
3. Ensuring CSGA’s priorities align with theirs. 

AND 

WE remained focussed on results in 4 key priority areas: 
1. Establishment of a new National Seeds Organization 
2. Continued Modernization of CSGA Crop / Seed Certification 
3. National occupational standards and a comprehensive professional development 

program for seed growers 
4. Working with CFIA and our industry partners to formally begin the Seed Regulatory 

Modernization process  
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Before passing the baton to our ED , I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those who 
made my tenure so rewarding and meaningful 

• Our Industry and Government Partners – without whom our seed certification 
system would not function 

• Our Members – who have been my source of inspiration throughout – you are 
the best 

• Our Branch Boards and Staff – For your leadership  and collegial approach – 
always putting the country first 

• Our Board of Directors – for your incredibly hard work and dedication 
• Our CSGA Staff  - for your professionalism and perseverance – helping us all be 

the best we can be 
• Now over to Glyn, who like me , is moving on this year. It was been an incredible 

journey. Thank you Glyn --- and the best is yet to come!! 
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Thank You Jonathan 
 
It has indeed been an incredible journey and I echo your thanks to: 
Our Industry and Government Partners  
Our Members Our Branch Boards and Staff 
Our Board of Directors 
And particularly my staff , of whom I am both incredibly proud and grateful .  
 
They are world class. But more of that later 
 
Let me briefly build on your remarks and touch on our key results in 2019-20, before moving to 
the financials 
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Continuous improvement is an essential element of the CSGA’s ISO-certified quality management 
system (QMS). This includes modernizing information management and technology (IM/IT) 
systems, vital to improving organizational efficiency and effectiveness, a Key Result Area in the 
CSGA Strategic Plan. Improvements in 2019 included: 

• Improvement within the Members’ Area of the CSGA website allowing increased 
efficiency and access for members to appraisal data, variety descriptions, applications, 
and certification data. 

• Enhancements to the varietal purity and genetic identity monitoring controls with the 
addition of varietal concern alert flags. These flags improve CSGA’s tracking and CFIA’s 
oversight of crops planted with potentially problematic parent seed. 

• A new workflow process to expedite notifications to growers regarding varietal concerns 
identified by the CFIA’s Variety Verification post-control testing program, which audits 
samples from plots and from inspectors. Variety Verification samples from inspectors 
increased by 26% from 2018. 

• Transition to an enhanced ISO certification level (ISO 9001:2015) which includes all 
aspects of CSGA: certification, standard setting, and member services.  

• Expansion of the Remote Appraiser Program included appraisals of certification 
applications. 

•  
Circular 6 modernization 
 

• complete review of its Regulations and Procedures for Pedigreed Seed Crop Production 
(Circular 6), seed sector value chain consultations, and standards changes recommended 
by crop-specific working groups 
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• These changes involved requirements for land use, minimum isolation, and maximum 
impurity standards, primarily in cereal, pulse, hemp, and soybean crops. 

• The entire user interface for CSGA’s seed crop certification requirements (Circular 6) was 
completed in 2019, including significant re-formatting of the contents. With the online 
search tool, members can now quickly access specific crop certification standards. 
 

Standards Development 
• In response to member and client requests, a Hybrid Corn working group was formed, 

standards were introduced for hybrid mustard crop certification, and work began on 
guidelines for non-traditional hemp seed crops. 

• Complimenting the work of AOSCA and the Canadian Hemp Trade Alliance (CHTA), a sub-
committee of CSGA’s Plant Breeders’ Committee helped develop guidelines for feminized 
hemp seed (FHS) and hybrid hemp seed crop certification. These certification standards 
will be brought forward in 2020. 
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Forward planning endeavours in 2019–2020, for: 

Modernizing CSGA information management (IM/IT) systems – 2.0 . SeedCert is an end-to-end 
digital platform that enables Canada’s seed crop certification system. End-users range from 
members, CFIA, seed companies, inspection services, inspectors. SeedCert 2.0 modernization 
could expand CSGA’s current ‘info hub’ (SeedCert 1.0) to provide cost-effective end-to-end 
digital seed traceability to support a broad range of business models. Potential advantages 
include enhanced recognition of existing Quality Management Systems, red tape reduction, 
more reliable data records, strengthened data security, enhanced transparency and safety 
assurance, increased QMS resilience and threat protection and support for small and medium 
sized enterprises.  

Outlined plans to radically advance future service options and features – Variety Profile Platform 
– A foundation of the White Paper Single Window - Where currently variety information is held 
in data silos across multiple organizations and sites, a Variety Profile Platform would provide a 
single-window approach for accessing the information by the agri-food sector and government 
regulators. Kick-started with a two-day Variety Profile Platform workshop in June 2019 with 
government and agriculture industry stakeholders, that created an initial blueprint on which the 
VPP can be developed. 

These plans envisage enhanced distributed ledger traceability, single-window access to services 
and digital end-to-end certification. At the 2019 CSGA Annual Meeting, the OECD Global 
Blockchain Policy Forum and the technical working group of the OECD Seed Schemes, CSGA 
shared with members, regulators and other seed certification authorities, lessons learned from 
its ‘farm-to-fork’ Identity-Preserved Soybean Blockchain Pilot Project in 2019 with Grain 
Discovery. CSGA explained how blockchains and other distributed ledger technologies (DLT) 
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work, their potential practical value in the seed sector and some current examples of ‘smart 
contracts’. 

This said, work in these areas was slowed in July 2020, as focus shifted to the National Seed 
Organization project and resources were reallocated. Another key area for development was 
not slowed. 

Continuing the three-year professional development project to develop and implement a 
national online training program for seed production. Currently in Year 2, this project will 
provide the seed sector with modern learning materials to support on-the- job training and 
seed grower quality management systems development. In 2018, experienced seed growers 
helped develop practical national occupational standards which provided the foundation for 
launching curriculum frameworks and online eLearning modules in 2019. 
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National Seed Organization -  At the 2019 CSGA-CSTA Annual Meeting, the Seed Synergy 
Oversight Committee (OC) introduced the StrategyCorp (SCI) consultants responsible for 
developing the Target Operating Model for an industry-led, government-enabled National Seed 
Organization (NSO). SCI outlined plans for fall data collection, winter consultations with 
members and the development of an amalgamation proposal by Spring 2020  

Members supported recent Board decisions to actively engage in the Seed Regulatory 
Modernization working group of the Seed Sector Value Chain Round Table, tasked with 
developing recommendations to CFIA and to develop research papers and member surveys to 
support development of policy positions 

While confirming its preference for the trailing royalty model, the CSGA Board strongly 
supported continued engagement with producer groups to build consensus. Kevin Runnalls, a 
CSGA Executive Committee member and a past president, was tasked with leading CSGA work 
in this area. In his capacity as CSGA’s Canadian Federation of Agriculture Board representative 
and Chair of their Seed Innovation Committee, he supported efforts to coordinate CFA  policy 
positions with the Grain Growers of Canada, the CSTA and the CPTA to develop a principles 
document, to provide common terms of reference for producer organizations and the seed 
sector. 
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- Breakdown of Financial Report – This year’s results / As well as an overview of the last 4 
/ Touch on 2020-21 

- Statement of Operations – Revenue 

- Schedule of General and Administrative Expenses 

- Statement of Operations – Expenses 

- Statement of Changes -  Net Assets 

- Statement of Changes – last 4 years 

- Financial Update 2020-21 / 2021-22 
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Fee revenue relative to the previous year remained stable, despite the different lengths of the 

respective reporting periods. Interest and other revenue were higher in 2019– 2020 while 

membership fees and acreage fees were slightly lower. Differences in the length of the respective 

reporting periods between 2018–2019 and 2019–2020 did not noticeably impact year-over-year 

revenue changes, as most revenue is generated in the May to January period each year. 

Budgeted, Actual and Previous Year – remarkably consistent 
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Overall, the general administrative expenses of the association were higher than the previous 
year by $432,238. This is attributable primarily to the different lengths of the respective 
reporting periods, which as noted above would be similar on an adjusted basis. Actual expenses 
in 2019-20 were substantially less than budgeted expenses. This was the result of a mid-year 
CSGA Board decision to defer planned investments in CSGA systems modernization and to focus 
efforts on the Seed Synergy amalgamation project. 

Note that Seed Synergy Project Expenses were separated out of General Administrative 
Expenses by our Auditors in our actuals.  
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On an adjusted basis (12 vs 9 months), overall operational expenses in 2019–2020 tracked 
closely to those in 2018– 2019. Direct and indirect Seed Synergy Collaboration Project expenses 
in 2019–2020 were also comparable ($305,000 / 2018–2019 versus $320,000 / 2019–2020). 
Core salary costs on an adjusted basis increased approximately 

14% as a result of the implementation of an independent compensation review commissioned 
by the CSGA Board. All other expenses remained comparable on an adjusted basis. 

Next slide adds more line by line detail –  

High light Key Areas 

Professional Fees – Much of the budgeted amount was recorded in the actuals as a separate 
project expense. – so the actuals and budgeted are much closer than they look 

Technical and data development, Contracted Services AND Publicity were much lower than 
budgeted – Due to shift in priorities mid-year to amalgamation. 

Director travel was higher than budgeted due to a significant increase in the number of 
meetings – driven mainly by amalgamation 
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On an adjusted basis (12 vs 9 months), overall operational expenses in 2019–2020 tracked closely to those 

in 2018– 2019. Direct and indirect Seed Synergy Collaboration Project expenses in 2019–2020 were also 

comparable ($305,000 / 2018–2019 versus $320,000 / 2019–2020). Core salary costs on an adjusted basis 

increased approximately 

14% as a result of the implementation of an independent compensation review commissioned by the 
CSGA Board. All other expenses remained comparable on an adjusted basis. 

High light Key Areas 

Professional Fees – Much of the budgeted amount was recorded in the actuals as a separate project 
expense. – so the actuals and budgeted are much closer than they look 

Technical and data development, Contracted Services AND Publicity were much lower than budgeted – 
Due to shift in priorities mid-year to amalgamation. 

Director travel was higher than budgeted due to a significant increase in the number of meetings – 
driven mainly by amalgamation 

Lower amortization due to decision not to move forward with investments in technology – Seed CERT 
2.0  -  Digital Certificate (subsequently accelerated by COVID).  

Data Processing – higher due to Tornado – acceleration of back-up capacity development 
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The financial position of the association has decreased as of January 31, 2020, relative to the previous year, 
with the Association’s net assets lower by $98,386. There was an operational deficit of $410,846 which 
was offset by an increase in the defined benefit pension fund asset of $497,371. The continued high level 
of investment in the Seed Synergy Collaboration Project and a significant increase in pension fund 
portfolio performance are the principal explanatory factors respectively, for these changes. 

The association’s net assets have an operating reserve ratio of 60.74% (available net assets over 
total expenses). This ratio is equal to 75.51% when third party expenses that flow through CSGA 
are taken into consideration (Branch fee paid out, CFIA inspections). These ratios are down 
slightly from 2018–2019 levels of 61.08% and 79.86% respectively but are still very healthy. 

As a result, the association has the financial ability to fund future programs and support its 
mission. However, continued high levels of investment in the Seed Synergy Collaboration 
Project are not sustainable without additional transitional revenues. 

CSGA is committed to continuing its amalgamation negotiation with the four other national 
seed industry organizations as part of the Seed Synergy Collaboration Project. A temporary fee 
increase to fund this work was approved for 2020–2021, for up to three years, subject to 
annual review. The association should continue to target higher assets over current liabilities to 
ensure the required funds are available to meet future obligations. 

It is expected to bring in an additional $500,000 
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CSGA’s core budget has increased over the last 4 years. However the quality and value add  of 
the services that it provides through SeedCert  and has increased as well.   

The most significant increase in expenditures above those required for core business 
requirements is related to modernization and the Seed Synergy project in particular . Average of 
$500k per year. More in 2020 (next slide). 

In most of the last 4 years this money has come from a combination of operating surpluses 
(2018, 2019)  and reserves (2017 and 2019).   To January 31  2020,  the cumulative impact of 
this incremental annual income has been to leave CSGA slightly better off ( list by category of 
measure). 

As a result, the organization is well positioned to manage the financial pressures associated with 
COVID and the amalgamation process. 
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CSGA’s 2019-20 Fee Structure (Membership, Acreage, Varietal eligibility and other (mainly non-
member) Seed Certification Services) is sufficient to cover normal operating expense. 

However, it is not sufficient to cover sustained incremental effort of the type we have been 
experiencing for the last few years and this year in particular. 

For this reason, the CSGA Board, following consultation with members, approved a temporary 
fee increase in 2020-21 , designed to generate an extra $500 K. per year for up to 3 years 
(reviewed annually).  

This additional revenue was meant to help maintain our traditional level of reserves ($1.8 – 2.1 
million) while at the same time underwriting a planned investment of approximately 500K in 
2020-21 in the amalgamation process. 

The CSGA Budget for 2020-21 (approved in early March 2020) targeted a small drawdown of 
reserves ( 100-200K) and was based on the assumption that the amalgamation transition process 
would extend through  2021-22 and that similar levels of investment would be required for that 
year and possibly 2022-23 as well.  Why was this? Despite the ambitious targets, the 
amalgamation negotiations were proceeding slowly and an early (July 2020) agreement was seen 
as unlikely.  

Subsequently, there were several negotiating breakthroughs in April and early May and the 
Board was required to revisit its assumptions, It did so on May 14, when it approved the 
ratification agreement.  A number of projected 2021-22 expenditures were reprofiled to  2020-
21. In addition, COVID related contingency expenditures and revenue reductions were added.  
The range of anticipated drawdown was increased (400-600K) . 
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This forecast range remains in effect.  

What then should we expect for 2021-22.  Based an analysis of two scenarios (successful 
amalgamation and failed amalgamation) we estimate a surplus of revenue over core CSGA 
business expenses of  between 500K to 700K in 2021-22., if the current fee schedule remains in 
effect.  So the Seeds Canada or CSGA 2.0 Board will have choices to make , but ample financial 
flexibility to make them.  

The Board  considerations in setting the 2021-22 Budget and Fees will include (member needs / 
priorities , target reserve ration, pension fund recovery scenarios – post COVID, modernization 
priorities and other amalgamation transition considerations)  
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In reflecting on my 5 years with CSGA , it became clearer to me that any success achieved was 
built on the foundation established by my predecessor. I simply inherited the fruits of his labour 
and have been doing my best ever since, not to leave things worse off than I found them. Let 
me touch on the accomplishment of the 5 years prior to my arrival.  
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It has been a rewarding 5 years and an eventful one: From a conversation with members on 
CSGA’s Strategic Direction and a parallel discussion with partners on  Seed System 
Modernization begun in 2016  -- to the present  there have been some important milestones.  
List them 2016 to 2020. 

I am pleased and proud with what our Organization and the entire seed sector has 
accomplished in this time.  

Pleased with how our Board has assumed leadership.    

Pleased with how our Branches and National have come together as one unit 

Pleased with the advancement in our technology and how CSGA modernization has positioned 
the whole seed and ag sector for future success. 

Pleased with the dramatic improvement in service to members since ASD was announced 8 
years ago and the progress on professional development 

Most of all pleased with and proud of the CSGA Staff – whether CSGA 2.0 or Seeds Canada – you 
are in good a hands  

Ultimately this has been 5 years of investment. Investment in personnel , systems and processes 
to build a shared vision for the future.  

NONE OF THIS POSSIBLE WITHOUT YOUR (MEMBER) SUPPORT AND FUNDING 

Thank You  
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On the advice of the CSGA Audit Committee, the Board recommends the appointment of KPMG 
as auditors of the Association for the ensuing year at the renumeration to be set by the Board of 
Directors. 
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As Chair of the Resolutions Committee, I will continue with the Resolutions Report.  This report 
provides responses to members on 2019 resolutions that were carried by members in 
attendance at the Whistler, BC Annual General Meeting in July 2019. 
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This year, the CSGA Board would like to honor distinguished seed growers with the Robertson 
Associate Award and sector stakeholders with the Honorary Life Award.  Seeing as we can’t 
present these distinguished individuals with awards in person, they’ve all graciously agreed to 
receive their award in the presence of their peers at the 2021 Annual Meeting in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba.  With that said, we couldn’t let the opportunity to shine a little light on them in 
2020.  Please join us in congratulating…  
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Slide 38: Awards Slide 1/2 

 
 

Slide 39: Awards slide 2/2 
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The Annual Meeting has now resumed, and we will proceed with an update on the proposed 
Seeds Canada Amalgamation. I am now your Past President and I will be your Session Chair 
today.  For the past year, Roy Klym, a seed grower from Saskatchewan, and I have represented 
you around the amalgamation negotiations table. And if the amalgamation proposal is ratified, I 
will be the Seeds Canada director for the Atlantic Canada.  I will facilitate discussion and ensure 
that all points of view are heard. I will help answer any questions you may have about the 
amalgamation proposal and along with my CSGA Board colleagues, explain why our Board of 
Directors chose to recommend the amalgamation proposal to you. I will kick things off and will 
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be followed by Chris Loreto from Strategy Corp. Chris will run you through the nuts and bolts of 
the amalgamation proposal.  Chris will be followed by 5 of our CSGA Directors. Each will bring 
his unique personal and regional perspective to the question why amalgamation is in the best 
interests CSGA and the seed certification system and whether it is also in the best interests of 
seed growers  
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Several things have driven the seed industry in recent times, technological change, the move by 
government to download regulatory activity not directly related to human health and safety and 
the separation of urban Canada from the food production system.  Alternative service delivery 
was the first indication of this and was thrust upon us without prior discussion and there was 
already talk of “seed regulatory modernization”.  So, in 2015, CSGA hired a new executive 
director, who could work with all of the CSGA’s partners, including government, to position seed 
growers and the seed sector for success. After the Board began to develop a Strategic Plan to 
guide the CSGA through a modernization exercise and the potentially turbulent times ahead, 
discussions with our Seed Synergy partners began in earnest. The intent was to prepare for 
discussions with the Canadian Food Inspection Agency on a next generation seed system for 
Canada – what CFIA has described as a “once-in-a- generation” opportunity for a holistic 
review of Canada’s seed regulatory framework.  The idea of a single national seed organization 
was also discussed at this time. 
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The CSGA has invested  significantly over the past five years on modernization and Seed Synergy 
with excellent results.  Significant improvements have been made to our information 
management systems, Circular 6 and the procedures it contains, and our human resources. The 
Board and its committees have also been improved as has the collaborative relationship with 
the Branches. The development of a shared industry-government vision for the seed sector 
including the amalgamation proposal, now before you, although difficult, was also successful 
and resulted in a “Green Paper” in 2017 which was followed by extensive consultations with 
members and then a “White Paper”, published in late 2018. 

The White Paper set out a vision for an industry-led, government-enabled “next generation 
seed system” for Canada.  At the centre was the concept of a seed certification system 
delivered by the private, not-for-profit sector in cooperation with the CFIA with a “single 
window” for seed regulatory services and increasing use of information management and 
information technologies. 

Most seed growers accept and support the CSGA’s recent modernization initiatives, but many 
are concerned with the proposal to amalgamate with the four other organizations.  While few 
would argue against consolidating the regulatory aspects of Canada’s seed system through a 
merger of the CSGA and the CSI, many have questioned the wisdom of joining with the trade. 

The Board of Directors of the CSGA struggled with this question for some time.  It is true that 
there are some fundamental differences between the two groups, Boots versus suits, as some 
people describe it.  There are also similarities, including a passion for seed and the family 
nature of so many seed enterprises.  One common theme that both the grower and the trade 
annual meetings have had in common, is the focus on families and relationships.  Despite the 
intense competition that characterizes the Canadian seed sector growers and companies 
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recognize the importance of people and working together for the benefit of all in a strong and 
supportive community. 

So that’s what this amalgamation is about – about coming together; about dispensing with the 
“us” and “them” labels; about working cooperatively for a better future for all; about listening 
and learning; about finding ways to prepare for an uncertain future; about creating that future 
together. 
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Potential for conflict of interest between the regulatory and the advocacy mandates within a 
single organization has been mentioned as a concern but this can be managed through a formal 
agreement between Seeds Canada and the CFIA. The Seed Synergy partners committed to a 
strong regulatory system in the White Paper.  

Collectively, the CSGA representatives on the Seed Synergy Oversight Committee, the Executive 
Committee, the members of the Board and CSGA staff invested countless hours to reach the 
best possible amalgamation agreement.  Regular meetings to discuss and refine CSGA positions 
and coordination with provincial branches ensured that CSGA’s leadership was fully informed 
and that the issues of greatest importance to the CSGA were addressed. 

CSGA would have preferred more time to develop a more complete package and a deferral of 
the amalgamation ratification vote until later this year or early 2021, COVID-19 was a game-
changer.  Post-COVID-19, public finances for programs not directly related to the health and 
safety of Canadians will be threatened.  Rather than wait for the axe to fall again, the seed 
sector must move quickly.  And given that this discussion has been going on for almost five 
years, it is time to decide.  

For some of us, this is a difficult decision.  The CSGA founded in 1904 has a proud 116-year 
tradition of serving Canadian agriculture.  To suggest that it should no longer exist as a separate 
entity does not come easily.  Others recognize that times have changed and that seed growers 
could be better off by joining forces with our seed sector partners. 
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In the final analysis, it was the potential benefits of a Seeds Canada over the status quo that was 
convincing: a single, national seed association, speaking with one voice to government, rather 
than five or six different voices; a single organization to provide regulatory services in a 
modern, efficient manner, rather several organizations; an organization able to invest the 
necessary resources in its members and staff to achieve the best possible outcomes for all; a 
streamlined, focused organization that is more efficient and effective; and an organization that 
is positioned to assume greater responsibility for designing and delivering the seed regulatory 
functions for the benefit of our members, seed sector stakeholders and Canadian agriculture. 

If the Seed Synergy organizations ratify the amalgamation proposal, by a two-thirds majority of 
the members of each organization, the hard work of your OC representatives, Executive 
Committee, Board and staff will have ensured that that the incoming Board of Seeds Canada has 
an excellent roadmap for the transition to the new organization.  The CSGA promoted the 
inclusion of a number of measures to ensure that Seeds Canada: benefited from strong regional 
representation; that seed certification occupies a central position in the new organization and 
that Regional Seed Associations are able to nominate individuals to the Seed Certification 
Committee; that distance voting on important issues, including the election of directors to the 
Board, was enshrined; that both English and French are the languages of the organization; that 
a high level implementation plan and budget was agreed beforehand to ensure business 
continuity; and that membership and service fees would be reasonable and proportionate. 

Ultimately, we must decide – whether to continued on our familiar path OR to take that other 
fork  - in Robert Frost’s words – THE ROAD LESS TRAVELLED.   

In either case, we cannot know for sure what lies around the bend.  
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Much will depend on the new Board.  There are many familiar faces on the inaugural Board of 
Seeds Canada and a lot of talent.  It will take some time for them to work out details of the 
transition and the final structure of the organization, but they will be guided by the work that 
has already been done and the ongoing advice of an experienced, dedicated and professional 
staff.   

Much will also depend on the members of Seeds Canada, especially the voting Business Class 
members, and their commitment to building a world class organization.  Even if only 10 per cent 
of the over 2000 grower businesses choose to become members, they will be a driving force in 
the new organization.  Ultimately, the decision to amalgamate will almost certainly be a good 
one for seed growers if they choose to be active in the new organization.  

It is the duty of the Directors of the Board of an organization to make decisions that are in the 
best interest of the organization and its stakeholders.  Your CSGA Board, after much deliberation 
and soul-searching, determined that the proposal to amalgamate with the other four 
organizations based on the Amalgamation Agreement was sound and to put it to a vote of the 
members.  As a member, you have no such obligation to the CSGA and can vote in your own 
interest.  I encourage you to read the material you have been provided, to consider the pros and 
the cons, to engage with other seed growers and to learn more.  And I encourage you to vote. 

With that, I’d like to wish you all good health and great crops. 
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It is great to be with you all today. I want to spend the next few minutes going over some of the 

key elements of the proposed design for Seeds Canada. This presentation will only touch on some 

of the details of the proposed amalgamation and creation of Seeds Canada. For more 

information, I encourage you to get the full ratification package on the CSGA website. 
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Let’s start by going over what is in the ratification package just mentioned. 

 

The Amalgamation Ratification Package being provided to members includes the following 

documents: 

The Articles of Amalgamation: This sets out the purpose of the new Seeds Canada organization. 

The Amalgamation Agreement: This sets out the legal terms and conditions for amalgamation 

amongst CSGA and its amalgamating partners. This document also provides the names and terms 

of the inaugural Board of Directors of Seeds Canada. 

The Seeds Canada General By-law: This is the general by-law that establishes the framework of 

Seeds Canada’s governance and business activities. 

The Special Resolution of Members: This document sets out the resolution that members are 

being asked to vote on to approve the amalgamation and the creation of Seeds Canada. 

The Seeds Canada Business Plan: This document, which is the focus of this webinar, sets out the 

business plan to get Seeds Canada up and running.  

Frequently Asked Questions on the Amalgamation: This document provides answers on 

frequently asked questions from members on the amalgamation process and Seeds Canada.   

 

We would encourage you to read these documents carefully and participate in town halls and 

other events CSGA will be hosting to answer members questions on the Amalgamation 

Ratification Package. 
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I will spend the balance of this presentation on the governance structure of Seeds Canada. 
However, before I do that, I do want to speak to the service scope, membership structure, and 
fees and finances of Seeds Canada 

In terms of services, Seeds Canada will provide two types of services: Member Based Services 
and Client Based Services.  

• Member Based Services are services exclusive to members of Seeds 
Canada such as communications, professional development 
programming, and advocacy. 

• Client Based Services are services associated with seed industry 
regulation or operation (e.g., seed crop certification, Registered Seed 
Establishment accreditation, and training for seed quality assurance 
activities) and non-seed services such as organic certification. 

On Day 1, Seeds Canada will continue to deliver the 36 services that are currently being 
delivered by the five Seeds Synergy Partners. 

In terms of Seeds Canada’s Membership Structure, there will be three classes of members: Seed 
Industry Business Class, Seed Industry Professional Class, Seed Industry Affiliate Class. 

The Seed Industry Business Class will be the voting class in Seeds Canada. 

On Day 1 of Seeds Canada, all current members of the five amalgamating partners will be 
grandfathered into Seeds Canada. 

Lastly, with respect to fees and finances, those who are grandfathered into Seeds Canada will 
pay the same total amount of fees that they paid in the most recent fiscal year to the 
amalgamating associations/organizations of which they were members.  
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• So, in the case of current CSGA members, if a farm wishes to be 
grandfathered in as a Seed Industry Business Class Member, they will 
pay $240 for that membership. If the farm is a member of another 
national seed organization, they would also pay that fee. 

• Individuals listed on seed crop certificates issued by the CSGA in 2020 
will have the opportunity to be grandfathered into the Seed Industry 
Professional Class for $25.00. 
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Like any Board of Directors, the Seeds Canada Board will be responsible for approving the 
organization’s strategy, business and risk management plans, approving budgets, signing off on 
advocacy positions, supporting the growth and diversification of the organization’s membership, 
and overseeing succession planning of the Board and the Executive Director of the organization. 

The Seeds Canada Board of Directors has been designed to balance value chain and regional 
perspectives. Seeds Canada will have directors from seven regions. These regions are:  

BC 

Alberta 

Saskatchewan 

Manitoba 

Ontario 

Quebec, and  

Atlantic 

It will also have directors from the seed industry value chain:  

Developers 

Growers 

Trade, and  

Testing.  

In addition, consistent with leading governance practice, a skills matrix will be used to ensure 
that the Board has access to candidates who collectively bring the breadth and depth of skills, 
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knowledge, and experienced necessary for it to effectively conduct its fiduciary, oversight, and 
policy making responsibilities.   

After the Inaugural Board, Board directors will hold office for 2 years. Elections will be staggered 
to ensure continuity across election cycles.  

The Board will be elected by the Seed Industry Business Class Members of Seeds Canada. All 
Seed Industry Business Class Members will be entitled to cast a ballot, in person at an AGM, or 
through electronic or mail-in ballot. 

 

 

On Day 1 of Seeds Canada, a 15-member board of directors will be in place. This Board will 
consist of one representative from each of Seeds Canada’s seven regions, and one 
representative from the four value chain segments, plus four additional members who will be 
‘at-large’ directors.  

The Inaugural Board of Directors is presented on this slide.  

This Inaugural Board of Directors achieves the balance of regional and value chain 
representation and includes individuals with the depth and breadth of skills, knowledge, and 
experience to successfully launch Seeds Canada. 
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Now, let’s turn our attention to going into some detail on one of the Board Committees that will 

be of interest to CSGA members - the Seed Certification Committee. 

• The Seed Certification Committee’s mandate is to advise on, and make recommendations 

to the Board for, seed varietal and quality certification and related activities, other 

regulatory standards, operating procedures and approaches, processes and protocols for 

all delegated regulatory authorities, and ensuring appropriate co-management of the 

seed certification system, in accordance with the Corporation’s agreement with the 

Canadian Food Inspection Agency. 

• Along with Corporation professional staff, the Committee is to work to foster an ongoing 

relationship with the CFIA, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada and Provincial Ministries of 

Agriculture to facilitate joint policy development and operational decision-making. 

• The Committee is to also advise the Board on optimal strategies for seed certification 

delivery and modernization and it may, with Board approval, strike subcommittees, 

working groups and taskforces as required to fulfill its mandate and support the Seed 

Certification system. 
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In terms of its structure, the Seed Certification Committee will consist of one Board Director 
who will serve as Chair of the Committee (or an appointee as determined by the Board for the 
first two years post-amalgamation).  

• As a point of interest for CSGA members, the Inaugural Seed 
Certification Committee will be chaired by Roy Klym.  

The Seed Certification Committee will have an additional 10 members.   
• There will be a committee member drawn from each of Seeds 

Canada’s seven regions. These individuals will be nominated by 
regional seed associations and appointed by the Seeds Canada Board 
of Directors. I will explain more about this process in a moment when 
we discuss Affiliation Agreements for Regional Seed Associations.  

• The Board will appoint three other members based on the value chain, 
skills, knowledge, and experience needs of the Committee. 

Management staff will be included as appropriate in a non-voting role 

As government relationships are important to the success of the overall industry, two federal 
(CFIA and AAFC) advisors or liaisons can be part of the Committee as non-voting members. In 
addition, up to 10 provincial advisors (non-voting) can be invited to attend as observers.  
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To support structuring a regional presence for Seeds Canada, Seeds Canada’s General By-law 
will establish a procedure and timeline to enable CSGA Provincial Branches to become affiliate 
organizations of Seeds Canada through an affiliation agreement (to be known as Regional Seed 
Associations). 

In order to trigger the affiliation arrangement, a CSGA provincial branch will do three things: 
• One, demonstrate that it has amended its by-law governing 

membership criteria to open up membership to organizations and 
individuals from across the seed industry value chain; 

• Two, indicate that it agrees to support Seeds Canada with member 
communications and engagement; and, 

• Three, assist in identifying candidates for various elected and 
unelected governance positions. 

In exchange to agreeing to these three requirements, Seeds Canada would confer a Seed 
Industry Business Class Membership to the affiliating provincial branch, collect and remit an 
administration fee as set by the affiliating branch, and accept and appoint the Association’s 
nomination for a regional position on the Seed Certification Committee (on demonstration that 
the Association undertook an open and fair nominating and vetting process for arriving at their 
nominee).  
For the first three years of operation, or until a CSGA branch enters into an Affiliation 
Agreement, the Board of Seeds Canada will act as if an Affiliation Agreement is in place with 
CSGA branches. This includes collecting and remitting provincial branch fees that are currently 
collected and remitted to branches by CSGA. Members should also consult the Seeds Canada 
General By-law for the specific procedure and timeline. 
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I want to finish my presentation by speaking to implementation planning for the amalgamation 
and the creation of Seeds Canada.  

Implementation will only commence once every amalgamating organization has achieved 
positive votes on the amalgamation from their respective memberships.  

However, a Seeds Canada Implementation Plan has been developed that will be actioned once 
all organizations have held successful votes.  

This Seeds Canada Implementation Plan includes 11 key implementation categories, from 
governance to regulator engagement, with more than 160 implementation activities to be 
completed pre- and post-amalgamation. 

Upon successful ratification votes, the Implementation Period will commence for the 
amalgamation of the five organizations and the creation of Seeds Canada. 

During this period, CSGA and its partners will be collaborating and coordinating on the 
execution of the Seeds Canada Implementation Plan. 

The execution of the Implementation Plan will involve a governance structure that is a hybrid of 
existing staff and consulting resources along with the Seeds Canada Board of Directors through 
a Transition Committee. 

Day to day implementation work activities will be delivered by an Amalgamation Secretariat 
which will report to the Transition Committee and coordinate with the EDs of the five 
amalgamating organizations. 
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What new opportunities will Seeds Canada provide for seed growers? 

• To do more… to have the focused resources of the entire sector aligned behind key seed 
grower priorities. 

• To gain an advocacy voice… CSGA is a regulatory body, it has no advocacy mandate, 
gaining a strong, coordinated advocacy voice will benefit growers 
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What risks does Seeds Canada pose for those same businesses? 
• Change is hard, fear of the unknown and fear of loss is what can cripple the process… 

the risk many fear is that seed growers will lose their role in delivery of seed crop 
Certification and that seed growers will lose their voice. 

• Risk of increased fees, this is a real risk regardless of what industry association you 
belong to… and this risk exists whether CSGA stands alone or amalgamates with Seeds 
Canada… The Seeds Canada commitment to grandfather and maintain membership fees 
is a good start, and the fact that a majority of the directors are seed growers gives me 
confidence that a fair, practical and equitable structure will be put in place  

Assuming the amalgamation vote is positive, what work needs to be done to ensure the 
historic launch of Seeds Canada is a success? 

• I think it’s really important the new Seeds Canada Executive Director, the staff and the 
new Board of Directors invest in team building and a significant onboarding program 
that informs everyone of the Seeds Canada mandate and builds consensus around how 
to achieve it. I think one of the challenges that hasn’t been addressed is that each 
association has preconceived and often inaccurate notions about the priorities, 
objectives and responsibilities of the other associations. Predictably each association 
has an elevated sense of importance. It’s time we all take a step back and recognize how 
hugely interdependent we are on each other… each group is an important link in the 
supply chain, no group is more important than the other... industry develops new 
products, seed growers produce the seed and that seed is sold by both groups. CSI, 
CPTA and CSAAC are critical cogs driving the system that results in a producer purchase 
and all of us getting paid. So I feel it’s critical at the outset that the new board, staff and 
ED all have an accurate understanding of the responsibilities and priorities each of the 
individual associations has, without this knowledge there will be unnecessary conflict at 
the board table and an inability to achieve Seeds Canada goals. 
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Q:  What opportunities will Seeds Canada provide for independent Seed Growers? 

The 1st one that comes to mind are the efficiencies that are possible by leveraging technology 
to the certification services under a single organization. Too many times we must input the 
exact same information several times to different agencies. This is time consuming and 
wasteful. 

Secondly is the access to a much larger networking community to identify and develop new and 
innovative business opportunities if the Seeds Canada board embraces all eligible members. 

What risks does Seeds Canada pose for those same businesses? 

A reluctance of the Seeds Canada board to recognize the input and important contributions of 
the grass roots members. To have “Suits rather than Boots” serving on the board of directors 
and various committees. One of Seeds Canada’s Goals is “Building a strong, united voice for 
Canada’s seed industry that successfully advocates for industry needs and interests” Will 
growers be considered as part of the industry if the board is dominated by “suits”? 

An increase in the fee structure of grower members to carry a larger portion of Seeds Canada 
operating budget. If a large portion of growers decide to become clients thereby reducing 
member numbers the service entry fee portion of certification will have to increase to pay for 
the rest of the organization. 

What needs to happen with Seeds Canada to ensure that it is a positive force for independent 
seed growers? 
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Seeds Canada will need to prove within the first year that it is providing “ Real Value” for the 
money spent by grower members on membership. How this is accomplished is a daunting task 
as each and every member has a different definition of what is real value for their business. 

Many of us place very little value on advocacy and social license. Yet these are becoming 
increasingly important in today’s society and a more unified voice nationally working in 
conjunction with focused independent regional associations should prove to be very cost and 
results effective. 
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What are the opportunities that Seeds Canada will provide for seed growers? 

There are many opportunities that will come from amalgamating the seed industry into one 
entity. As I reflect upon this, I believe that the immediate benefits will be in the areas of 
communications, project development, marketing, and advocacy. 

Opening clear and honest communications will provide time savings, ability to converse frankly, 
and build cohesion around how everyone is important in the seed system. Right from 
grassroots to suits, the industry will evolve to this understanding as each entity gets to know 
each other and the role they play in the industry. 

Project development will be enhanced because both sides of the story will be heard early 
before wrong paths are chosen. In the past, many projects proceeded before concerns were 
fully understood and I believe that seed growers will provide important feedback and 
information to educate industry partners as to how farmers needs must be addressed. 

Marketing efforts improve as product creation becomes more effective due to improved 
communications and the value of seed and seed products becomes entrenched. In many circles 
the gap between plant breeder, company, grower, and farmer can lead to misalignment of 
priorities for varietal development. The hope is with one entity that all these groups will come 
together to work to providing valuable seed solutions. 

Currently there is no voice for seed growers or the other regulatory and service providers to be 
heard. The trade has a lobby seat to ask government to listen to concerns, but otherwise we 
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are not heard. With the creation of Seeds Canada: growers, regulators and analysts will now 
have the ability to craft unified messaging. 

Q: What risks does Seeds Canada pose for small businesses? 

Histories of these organizations are combining soon. Legacies only last as long as they remain 
relevant and provide value. Its risky to alter existing organizations that function well. 
Disruptions cost money and weaken budgets and abilities to function properly. If Seeds Canada 
fails to provide value to members while fees are adjusted to accommodate the new 
organization growth then small enterprises (whether they are growers, industry, or service) will 
not be happy. Seeds Canada must ensure transparent workings with excellent communications 
to its members to be able to prove it’s doing the best possible effort to grow and excel the 
Canadian Seed Industry. 

Q: Why should seed growers have confidence in the proposed Seeds Canada Board of 
Directors to balance the interests of large and small businesses? 

My own operation includes all facets of seed production. This puts me in a position to 
understand why its important to proceed with the amalgamation to create Seeds Canada. 

I am a seed grower, and represent the farm that produces seed by seeding, caring for, and 
harvesting the best seed I can grow. 

My wife runs the seed enterprise, which facilitates production, roguing, cleaning, grading, 
logistics, sales and marketing of the seed that my farm grows (as well as the seed that our many 
contract growers produce as well). 

Most people would agree that marriages are one of the ultimate unions. As such they require 
constant attention and communication to ensure success. A successful union also requires that 
each partner looks out for the other. 

My wife and I have a team of employees that we communicate with them to guide the seed 
production process everyday. Many of them work with both operations as seasonal 
requirements demand. Our salesman runs a combine so he can see how the crop feels and 
performs, while our seed plant staff are roguing and doing crop inspection. 

We are not conflicted and confused about asking farm employees to discuss needs that arise 
with staff that regulate and condition product, because they share constructive ideas that make 
our farm and business the best that we can be. 

We plan, work, and develop together. 

As one of the people chosen to sit on the inaugural Board of Directors of Seeds Canada, I plan 
to work together to create a cohesive team with the other board members. I can assure you, 
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that all of those chosen to be on that first board do not have failure in mind. There may be 
troubles, but all directors have the goal of achieving excellence in the Canadian Seed Industry. If 
everyone keeps the goal in mind, then the future will be full of possibilities for generations to 
come. That is continuing the legacy of what the CSGA and CSTA set out to do many years ago. 
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New Opportunities  

 

- a bigger arena to operate within  

- less isolation,  more integration between people in the seed sector  

- more models to pick from ie. Western Growers, CPMA, E.U. models 

- a broader base for income and fees to cover overhead  

 

Risks 

 

- there are not many risks but there will be a change in mindset  

       - the base is a business model not a grower or job 

       - the consensus/ Nash equilibrium will be different 

 

Why and how we are in danger?  

 

- we need a better investment climate and ROI 

- our small market size and value are handicaps/ challenges  

- we need a large, engaged talent pool where people see a future for themselves and 

others  

- we need to stop resting on what we have got  

- in some ways this is too small an idea  
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Opportunities 

Instead of reinventing the wheel, in the spring of 2018, CSGA had decided to organize a visit of 
countries that have successful seed organisations. We visited Netherland and France. Those 
two countries have a central seed organisation with all the stakeholders of the seed chain. A lot 
like what we are trying to implement in Canada. In this trip we met a lot of farmers and I asked 
every single one of them if they were happy with a joint organisation. The answer was the same 
all the time : yes they are happy and no, the large companies have not taken control. No reason 
why it would be different in Canada. 

Risk 

In my mind, the biggest risk is disengagement of the seed growers. With CSGA, membership 
was automatic if you were using the services. With the new organisation, you can choose to 
only pay for services and not pay for being a member. 

Many are scared that we will lose control of the organisation. However, we have all the tools 
are in our hands so it does not happen. My farm has the same number of vote as a large 
company. One business one vote. There will be distance voting for those who cannot attend. 
With that, we, as seed growers can remain a driving force in the organisation. But to vote, you 
have to be a member. If we lose control, it will be by lack of involvment, because we have the 
biggest number of business. 
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French 

In Seed Canada, it’s written black on white that the languages of the corporation are English 
and French. Also, CSGA’s employees will be integrated in Seed Canada, so the bilinguism will 
not be lost. We are not starting with new people. It will simply be business as usual. 

The interim board will have a critical job to maintain or even improve this aspect. Knowing 
some of them, I’m confident it will go the right way. After all it’s a national organisation serving 
customers in both official languages. 
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Seed growers are invited to get informed about the ratification package and the proposed 

amalgamation. Our website features the full documents for you to access at any time. You will 

also be receiving hard copies of the documents in the mail, along with a voting card for you to 
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cast your vote in a secured manner. Voting will begin on July 15th and will close during the Special 

General Meeting August 27th.  

You are also invited to register for one of our town hall sessions in either English or French. You 

will be given an overview of the proposed amalgamation as well as an opportunity to ask your 

questions.  

This is a critical moment for the seed sector. I ask all seed growers to get informed, get engaged 

and cast your vote.  
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Members were invited by an electronic newsletter to submit resolutions to CSGA. Resolutions 
allow members to express their views on matters related to affairs of the association. The 
deadline to submit resolutions was at midnight, Pacific time on Sunday July 5th. The following 
resolutions were submitted by active members of the association. I will now read the 
resolution(s).  
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RATIONALE:  

5 organizations have the potential to roll into 1 – with CSGA being perhaps the largest of the 5 with the 

most members, and most value in dollars from their financial statements. Without full disclosure for all 

CSGA members to see what the other 4 organizations are bringing to the table, how can CSGA members 

be expected to make a wise and knowledge-based decisions? Perhaps the 4 others are bringing more than 

we anticipate, but there is no way to know unless the financial statements of all 5 are provided for all 

members to study before voting. The power of the new board of the directors in the new “Seeds Canada” 

association has been completely watered down so the Seed Growers could have very little say, despite 

the massive number of growers in Canada and the dollars they will be contributing.  
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RATIONALE:  

This potential amalgamation of these 5 associations will forever change the face of agriculture in Canada, 

with the past 100+ years of CSGA strength and history being dissolved and the Canada Seeds Act being 

forever altered. There are many unanswered questions, such as what will the future costs of this decision 

be for the next and future generations of farmers. One question that needs to be answered is how much 

will the costs/increase in fees be going forward for the next generations for at least the next 5 – 10 years?  
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RATIONALE:  

The independent seed growers must be the most resilient piece of any successful seed sector as they take 

signficiant expenditure risks growing crops that crucially cover the most acres and produce the most 

bushels, deal with appropriate regulatory requirement asked of them, and sell this seed into the 

commercial farmer market, and so must have this voice on the Board of Directors to allow an ability to 

compete on a level playing field without being forced to install bureacratic regulations that duplicate the 

needs of large companies. In the current draft proposal, there is a lack of permanency of Board of Director 

seat structure, ensuring that power migrates to the minority over the member majority. This is why the 

new seed organization’s Board of Directors needs to ensure that it is representing its risk, regulatory and 

fee burdened majority membership fairly with a majority of seats guaranteed to these small to mid-sized 

independent seed growers, no matter the changes in total seat numbers or organizational structure 

changes made to the seed organization in the future.  
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Rationale: Having a good outcome requires knowledge of what the possibilities are.  
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In closing I would like to thank Kevin Runnalls for his time on the board and the Executive 

Committee, and take a moment to highlight your generosity of your time and expertise. Thank 

you for your contributions to Canadian agriculture and the Canadian certified seed system. I 

would like to present you with a virtual retiring director plaque. We will present you with a 

physical plaque by mail.  

 

I would like to turn it over to Joe Rennick, CSGA’s new president.  
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Thank you, Jonathan. 

 

Well, this certainly wasn’t the way I pictured the passing of the president’s gavel. Normally, we 

would all be gathered together - our CSGA family and friends - and I’d have the chance to shake 

your hand Jonathan. But I proudly accept this virtual gavel and look forward to leading this great 

association. 

 

I say our CSGA family because when you travel across this great country together, visit each other 

in our homes, or hotels or even meet up on a mountain top or the Bay of Fundy – you become 

family. These are our Kodak moments. 

 

I’d like to take a moment to thank my wife for standing next to me on this journey of almost 20 

years – Thank you Bernadette for all of your support. 

 

As your new president, I have mixed emotions. We are stepping into uncharted territory. By the 

end of this summer, we will know 

 

if the CSGA becomes a part of Seeds Canada or if we evolve into CSGA 2.0. I thank all of you for 

your trust in my leadership as we move forward. Ahead of the upcoming vote, I ask you - our 

members - to carefully read and study the ratification documents and materials you’ve been 

provided. If we are going to do this, let’s do it right – cast an informed and confident vote. 
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In closing, I would like to thank my friend Jonathan again for his presidential leadership over these 

last two years. I will continue his open-door policy; you can call or e-mail me anytime. Your 

feedback and input into this association is critical to shaping how the CSGA runs. 

 

I look forward to hearing from you and I hope to be able to see you in person again soon. Thank 

you for being a part of this extraordinary AGM. Everyone be healthy and safe. 

 

If there is no other business, I declare the virtual CSGA annual general meeting closed. Thank you. 

 
We wish you and all you serve, our provinces and nation, a return to good health and normalcy 
in the coming weeks and months. We will endeavor to do the same at the Canadian Seed 
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Growers’ Association.  Together we are stronger. Thank you. 

  


